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 and save money
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    No credit card required
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      Designed for teams of all sizes

      Centralized solution for automated onboarding, management, support, auditing, and offboarding
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            Automated onboarding

            Save time, resources and improve security with our built-in automated user onboarding and RoboForm account provisioning from Azure, Okta and other major identity providers.
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            Centralized management

            Streamline the process of centralized management, onboarding, support, usage, audit, and offboarding with a single, user-friendly interface.
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            Ease of use

            In a comparison of all major password managers in the enterprise category, RoboForm was voted #1 for ease of use and user adoption rates.
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            Secure Sharing

            Easily create custom groups and teams with specific permission levels for each user. Securely share credentials with individual users or groups through group membership.
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            User support

            RoboForm provides a comprehensive range of support tools for your company to assist with the management of RoboForm accounts under your company membership.
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            Reporting and audit

            The RoboForm security suite features a range of tools to help you protect your business, including centralized security policies, admin-enabled notifications, dark web monitoring, detailed reports, and audit capabilities.
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      Secure your business with RoboForm

      Keep your business safe with RoboForm's top-of-the-line security technology
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                Password health

                The RoboForm security suite's automated, zero-knowledge client-side password scanning feature enables users and admins to reduce their exposure and effectively mitigate the risk of weak, reused, and compromised passwords being used as an attack vector.
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                Breach checks

                Timely, up-to-date information about recent security breaches is an essential aspect of any organization's overall cybersecurity strategy. With our breach notification feature, you can get all of your breach alerts in one place and quickly mitigate risk with just one click.
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                Security Policies

                From allowed devices to custom alerts, RoboForm for Business policies give your company admins complete control over RoboForm usage in your organization, enabling them to tailor it to your internal policies and compliance requirements.
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                    Password health

                    The RoboForm security suite's automated, zero-knowledge client-side password scanning feature enables users and admins to reduce their exposure and effectively mitigate the risk of weak, reused, and compromised passwords being used as an attack vector.
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                    Breach checks

                    Timely, up-to-date information about recent security breaches is an essential aspect of any organization's overall cybersecurity strategy. With our breach notification feature, you can get all of your breach alerts in one place and quickly mitigate risk with just one click.
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                    Security Policies

                    From allowed devices to custom alerts, RoboForm for Business policies give your company admins complete control over RoboForm usage in your organization, enabling them to tailor it to your internal policies and compliance requirements.
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      The must-have tools your users will embrace and utilize

      RoboForm for Business provides your employees with the seamless ease of use we've integrated into our product
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                Generate and save passwords

                Say goodbye to weak and reused passwords and unsafe password storage methods. RoboForm generates complex and unique passwords and securely stores them for every site and application.
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                One click Logins and form filling

                Eliminate the hassle of typing, forgetting, or resetting passwords for your team. Seamlessly log in to any website or application and complete complex online forms with a single click.
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                Access on all devices

                You can always access passwords and utilize RoboForm's features effortlessly, regardless of the devices and browsers used by you and your team.
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                    One click Logins and form filling

                    Eliminate the hassle of typing, forgetting, or resetting passwords for your team. Seamlessly log in to any website or application and complete complex online forms with a single click.
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                    Access on all devices

                    You can always access passwords and utilize RoboForm's features effortlessly, regardless of the devices and browsers used by you and your team.
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      Secure and improve your business

      Boost the cyber security of your business by empowering your employees with RoboForm

      
        
          
            
              
                Human error is a factor in 84% of security breaches, and weak or reused passwords are frequently exploited by attackers.

                

                Strong, unique passwords are essential for protecting against cyber attacks, but they can be difficult for employees to generate, remember, and use.

                

                Strengthening and enabling your employees with a centralized password management solution that is both effective and easy to use is key to ensuring the cyber security of your business.
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      Benefits for your business

      RoboForm reduces IT costs, increase employee productivity, and enhance security across the organization
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                Increased productivity

                With RoboForm, your employees no longer have to waste time resetting forgotten passwords or manually entering login information for various accounts. This frees up their time to focus on more important tasks.
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                Savings

                In addition to increasing employee productivity by automating password-related tasks, RoboForm helps businesses save money by simplifying compliance with industry regulations and eliminating the risk of costly non-compliance fines.
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                Tighter security

                RoboForm ensures that your employees have strong, unique, and securely stored passwords to protect against cyber attacks, all while providing a single, automated, and easy-to-use tool for password management tasks.
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                    Savings
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                    Tighter security

                    RoboForm ensures that your employees have strong, unique, and securely stored passwords to protect against cyber attacks, all while providing a single, automated, and easy-to-use tool for password management tasks.
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      Discover why 40,000+ organizations trust RoboForm

      We're more than a service provider - we're your unwavering partner, offering reliability and trust whenever you need it
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          	English
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        Our website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website. Review our Privacy Policy.
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  Pin or enable your RoboForm extension.

  
    
      Pin the extension
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